
 

 

 

Contact: Ellie Carlson                                                                                                                                   
312.771.2400  
ellie@greenguestbook.com 

Enterprise issues:  

What if I have several sites? 

Green Guestbook provides Enterprise Licenses for multiple sites or sites that want to run several, 
distinct GGbs in one place. Enterprises must be part of a recognized consortia, group or entity; be 
willing to pay from one invoice; and designate an Enterprise Administrator. The first site pays the full cost 
of the system including the screen. Each additional site will pay for their screen and only 30% of the cost 
of the license. If the Enterprise so chooses, they may divide the savings of each additional license 
between all the subscribers in the Enterprise. Everyone saves money. 

Because there are discounts for not-for-profits and governmental entities, Enterprises must be 
comprised of either all commercial or all non-commercial entities. Please contact us for specific pricing 
for your Enterprise’s needs. We are always happy to help.



What should we do about people who are uncomfortable  
with using the touch screen?  

At first, when GGb is very new you may want to train your front door staff to walk guests through the 
signing process. We provide all new subscribers with a Power Point presentation for training. You may 
also want to offer an incentive to sign to encourage maximum participation. Once GGbs are 
commonplace, most guests will be familiar with it and many will be returning signers, this will speed up 
the process and make things simpler for all of us. 

Will there be lines waiting to sign? 

Perhaps, like any computer screen in a public space, Green Guestbook will attract attention as people 
learn about and 'play' with the system. If your site has large groups at once or many entrances or areas 
to visit, you may want to consider installing multiple screens. If you have many people at once only a few 
times per year, you might want to consider renting extra screens from us just when you need them. 
Please contact us with your needs and we will arrange to get extra screens to you. 

 


